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PERSONAL JOURNEY
    As you may know, I’m on maternity leave

as I gave birth to our beautiful baby girl,

Vienna Rose on September 7 at 1:14 am.

She came into the world on her mama's

birthday as an emergency c-section with all

ten fingers and ten toes. 

     I am truly grateful for this experience

and can’t wait to see what the future holds

for our little family. But I want others to

know that behind the scenes of a newborn

baby, is a mother who is adjusting to

change, not just physically but mentally as

well. At once full of the life she created

inside her,  soon the vacant spot leaves

feelings of emptiness left behind.  It's not

an easy task and one that many don't talk

about.

     In our personal journeys through life,

everyone is different. We have to learn to

support each other and sometimes just

listen instead of offering advice. Some

moms or birth parents do not get the

chance to stop and smell the roses, or that

sweet baby smell. Some cut their bonding

short to go back to work because they

have to. 

     I find myself lucky to stay home and take

care of my child. Work seems to pass me

by and at this season of life, I am ok with it.

    Happy fall to everyone.  I hope you’re

enjoying all things that are wonderful about

this season, especially all the fun things

we can do outside once the weather has

gotten cooler. 

     I hope you pick all the apples and

pumpkins, drink all the cider and play in the

falling leaves. A friend of mine says that

the fall experiences are what we strive for,

(clearly we can buy pumpkins and apples at

the supermarket).  Instead, we are

supporting the local farmers whose

livelihood is growing what we are picking

from the earth. 

     Just as the leaves change during each

season, so do we, at each stage of life.

Although I am not working at the moment. I

am enjoying this stage as much as I can.

With each new season brings change and

the experience is what we are looking for,

not the end result which is sometimes very

hard to see. 

     During my time off, besides enjoying all

the newborn snuggles, I am going to

attempt this Fall's One Room Challenge.

This past Spring, you may know I

participated with our nursery nook

transformation, and this time around, I

wanted to spruce up our rental home's

bathroom.  I started the refresh during

pregnancy and stopped when I wasn't

feeling well.  Now, when I start feeling good

in my recovery, I want to finish it.  Here's to

the next 8 weeks with a newborn in tow.



     There are different ways to

decorate for Fall. Some go

traditional with brightly colored leaf

garland or go all out with skeletons

and witches' brew bottles for

Halloween decor. I myself always

combine old with new. I love the

trend of boho pampass grass and

earthy tones of browns and orange

amber vases and fall colored

flowers.

       I love Halloween decor, but this

year, unfortunately I cant find my

Halloween box! Nevertheless, I’m

following more of the boho trend this

year along with yellow/orange candles

and a light up leaf garland.  

     All you need is some real pumpkins

and your decorations are complete. 

 With a new baby and all that comes

with it, my rust colored curtains and

minimal pillow changes is all I could

muster up for the season this year. 

 Sometimes, simple understated

decorations make an impact. 

 Sometimes less is more.

   

PERSONAL COLLECTION
     I would love to show you all a pice of

my personal collection that I am

working on, but for the moment, time

seems to be at a standstill.

     I have several pieces waiting to

be transformed to their former

glory but I need to be cleared for

work first.  What once was my

lament for time to speed up to

meet my little girl, now I just wish

time would freeze here forever.

     I want to savor each and every small

moment, every cry, every tear, every

laugh and tiny hand hold.  I want to

watch my favorite DIY of my personal

collection every minute.  Although the

itch is there to create, I want to make

sure I enjoy what I created inside me. 

 Seasons change so quickly, make sure

you take time to enjoy the little things

each season brings.
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AURORA BY JACQUELINE MONTHLY
NEWSLETTERS ARE CREATED FOR

SUBSCRIBERS TO AURORABYJACQUELINE.COM.  
IT IS CREATED TO INSPIRE OTHERS TO MAKE
THEIR HOUSE A HOME.  TO REMIND US THAT

HOME IS NOT A PLACE BUT A FEELING
FURBISHED BY THE HEART.  IT IS AN UPDATE
ON MY BUSINESS AND PERSONAL JOURNEY.  I
TRULY THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED

SUPPORT.
 

XOXO- JACQUELINE SCHOWETSKY


